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Introduction

The term “alchemy” encompasses a broad spectrum of
activities that appeared in the Hellenistic world in the
first centuries of our era and then, through Arabic me-
diation, reached Latin Europe by the mid 12thcentury.
Out of numerous attempts to define this science, that
proposed by Sheppard (1) appears the most suitable be-
cause it includes the two main goals of alchemy: the
enhancement of matter and the improvement of human
existence. Concerning the former, it should be achieved
by the transmutation of base metals into precious ones,
while the second main direction strove for improvement
of humans by extending their life, the further stage of
which was seen as attaining a higher spiritual level.
Sheppard’s definition marks off both extreme limits,
encompassing everything that can be included in al-
chemy; in reality, the spectrum of various alchemical
activities was a continuum, situated between both ex-
tremes.

Alchemists continued their efforts surprisingly long
in Europe, in spite of the failure of alchemy to fulfill its
promises. The ultimate decline is observed here as late
as the 18th century, but scholarly works defending this
science appeared even in the beginning of the following
century (2).  A statistical approach (3) to alchemical lit-
erature is revealing: at least two, if not three, marked
flourishes of alchemy occurred between the introduc-
tion of book printing and 1800. One is apparent in the
second half of the 16th century, the second one in the
beginning of the 17th century and, eventually a third one

followed the Thirty Years War. German titles represent
one third out of all alchemical books that appeared over
the whole studied period (4). This is a witness of the
live interest paid to alchemy in Central Europe; the
majority of these books are still awaiting scholarly re-
search.

Alchemical literature underwent gradual change,
being at the beginning often theoretical explanations of
the composition of matter and recipes for the prepara-
tion of philosopher’s stone, elixirs, etc.  Yet none of these
miracles was effected; no true transmutation of metals
succeeded.  An example of the fate of alchemical claims
to cure all illnesses was their failure during epidemics
of plague that broke out in Europe by the mid 14th cen-
tury.  As a result of this continuous series of failures,
defenses of alchemy began to appear. Well-known are
short testimonies of such recognized personalities as
Helvetius or van Helmont (5), but even entire books were
written with the same intent:  to testify that transmuta-
tion is a real and feasible process.  This kind of alchemi-
cal work, particularly common in the 17th and 18th cen-
turies, can be roughly divided into two main groups. In
the first, the author compiled important ideas from older
sources, as did Kelley in his treatise (6), to mention a
typical example.  In the second, the author collected sto-
ries about successful transmutations to prove the truth
of his claims, while also including a thorough and pen-
etrating analysis of alchemy. The book Die Edelgeborne
Jungfer Alchymia discussed in the present paper belongs
to the second group.  Familiar with arguments in oppo-
sition to alchemy, its author led a polemic against them;
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thus, this book is not only a passive description of al-
leged successes, but an active explanation of alchemy
as a science; hence, Die Edelgeborne Jungfer Alchymia
is an extraordinary work in late European alchemy.

This book appeared in
1730, too late to exert signifi-
cant influence on science in
general and alchemy in par-
ticular. By then new chemi-
cal discoveries, including the
first known chemical ele-
ments (cobalt, 1737/8; nickel,
1751), had changed the scene
(7).  Moreover, the relatively
high number of alchemical
books still in print at that time
produced an informational
noise in which Die
Edelgeborne Jungfer
Alchymia was lost (8). Yet this
book of limited influence on
the 18th century scientists is of
interest to present scholars for
the following reasons.  It is an
illustration of the state of late
alchemy, written by a practic-
ing, erudite alchemist. Some
of his descriptions of experi-
ments reflect doubts as to the
possibility of transmutation,
which had developed even
among believers like himself.
In defense of alchemy, key ar-
guments of its opponents are
summarized, and the attempts
of the author to disprove them reflect the alchemical
way of thinking.  It is one of a large collection of al-
chemical stories.  In the present work, important details
of this book will be discussed within the broader frame-
work of alchemy in general and its late European stage
in particular.

The Book and the Author

The history of this book is quite extraordinary, and its
origin is still not explained completely. Originally, there
appeared an anonymous, 424-page book entitled Die
Edelgeborne Jungfer Alchymia (9) [referred to hereaf-
ter as Die Edelgeborne], dated 1730. In this same year,
the identical German text was published by Samuel

Roth-Scholz under a different title, Ehren-Rettung der
Alchemie (10).  Ferguson (11), analyzing the origin of
this book, found yet a third, identical  version from the
same year, entitled V.F.S.P. Edelgeborne Jungfer

Alchymia (12).  Further search-
ing led him to conclude that the
author was J. C. Creiling (13),
and that the manuscript which
appeared simultaneously under
three different titles was com-
pleted as early as 1717.  The
title page and list of contents
were included in Roth-Scholz’s
Bibliotheca Chemica.  In
Ferguson’s opinion, the title
Ehren-Rettung der Alchemie
must have been withdrawn or
canceled almost immediately,
because copies bearing this title
are extremely rare.  Creiling’s
authorship was confirmed by
Frick (14), who rediscovered
the manuscript mentioned by
Roth-Scholz in the archives of
Bochum, Germany.  This
manuscript had been presented
to Carl Arnold Kortum (1745 -
1824) by Creiling’s daughter-
in-law in 1784.  Kortum con-
firmed that it was that one
which appeared as Ehren-
Rettung der Alchemie. No ex-
planation has been found  as to
why this book appeared under
the name Die Edelgeborne, not

to mention its third title.  According to Ferguson, all
three books are identical.

Johann Konrad Creiling (born July 9, 1673,
Löchgau, Württemberg; died September 13, 1752,
Tübingen) was a talented son of a parish priest.  He stud-
ied theology, history, anatomy, botany, and mathemat-
ics at the Tübingische Seminarium, where he obtained
the degree “eines Magisters der Weltweisheit” in 1692.
He then pursued mathematics, studying in Basel with
Bernoulli, in Paris with l’Hôpital and de la Hire, and
with other scientists.  Creiling then spent 44 years as a
professor of natural science [Naturlehre] and geometry
[Meßkunst] at the University of Tübingen.  According
to Kortum, Creiling was an extraordinarily learned man
with a deep interest in “der Höheren Chemie,” alchemy.
He employed several assistants in his private laboratory,

Title page
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and kept a detailed diary between 1737 and 1751, a re-
source Frick did not find in the Bochum archive.
Ferguson also cites Creiling’s further works on math-
ematics (15) and alchemy (16).

Creiling explains his reason for writing this book
in the preface.  As a young scholar studying nature, he
came across processes concerning changes in metals.
In his search for experts in this field he found some, but
they turned out to be swindlers.  Later he met “a doc-
tor,” almost 80 years old, said to be a “master,” who
accepted Creiling as his “filius artis;” but after fifteen
years it became evident that he also was a fraudulent
alchemist.  Disappointed by this experience, Creiling
decided to search independently for cases of successful
transmutation and to study original alchemical litera-
ture.  This narration is a classical alchemical story in-
volving an anonymous master, who, having donated the
philosopher’s stone and presided over successful trans-
mutations, disappeared, leaving no traces (17).  Later,
when the fortunate adept had used up his precious gift,
he was at a loss because he did not know the recipe.  An
exceptional example is the attempt by the alchemist von
Richthausen to solve this problem when he had depleted
his supply of the tincture, allegedly received from a
stranger. An announcement was officially published
seeking the unknown master.  Should the producer of
this miraculous substance appear before the court of
Austrian Emperor Ferdinand III (1608 - 1657), he was
promised a reward of 100,000 thalers (18).  Creiling’s
version of his study of alchemy is a typical account in
which both mysterious teachers and impostors appear.

As is apparent from the second mentioned title of
Creiling’s book [Die Ehren-Rettung], it was written in
defense of a science that “was given to people, as a gift
from God  and a celestial wisdom under the disdainful
name alchemy.”  The intention to purge alchemy of its
bad image apparently led the author to symbolize it as
an innocent virgin. This symbol was widely used in al-
chemy: the assumption and coronation of the Virgin were
understood as the glorification of matter (19); and, as
pointed out by Gebelein (20), St. Mary was identified
sometimes with Sophia, the personification of wisdom.
Distillation, a process so crucial in alchemy, was given
the sign of the Virgin (21).  It may be significant that the
word “alchemy,” die Alchemie, is feminine in the Ger-
man language.

The Contents of the Book

Die Edelgeborne is divided into five chapters:

I.  Ob die Verwandlung der Metallen möglich seye?
(Whether a change of metals is possible?); pp 1 - 19).
This chapter is devoted to the most common objections
against alchemy. Their rejection by the author illustrates
the typical argumentation of alchemists.

II. Ob die Verwandlung der Metallen irgendwo
würcklich geschehen? (Whether a change of metals has
really happened anywhere?); pp 20 - 306. Among the
characteristic arguments alchemists used to defend their
science were stories of alleged successful transmutations.
Testimonials by renowned scholars were popular (5);
but also various artifacts of precious metals, allegedly
produced by transmutation, kept in cabinets of curiosi-
ties, were common in European castles since the Re-
naissance (22).  The major part of Die Edelgeborne deals
with stories of this kind. From the most widely known
episodes are those about Helvetius [Johann Friedrich
Schweitzer], Johann Böttger, Alexander Seton,
Paracelsus, Nicolas Flamel, Arnald from Villanova,
Albertus Magnus, Johann Kunckel, Basil Valentin, Rob-
ert Boyle, the Saxonian Elector Augustus and his wife
Anna, and David Beuthers. Particular attention is  paid
to the Emperor Rudolf II and two outstanding figures of
his time, Edward Kelley and John Dee; but even the
impostor Domenico Manuel Caetano is included in this
chapter.  Baron von Chaos, Wenzel Seyler, Ramon Lully,
and General Paykull are involved in accounts of coins
or medals being struck from the alleged alchemical
metal. Cited from Reyher (23) are cases of coinage from
the cities of Erfurt, Mainz, and Gotha.

III. Ob man einige experimenta habe, aus welchen
die Möglichkeit der Verwandlung der Metallen kan
abgenommen werden? (Whether there are any experi-
ments from which a possibility of change of metals can
be deduced?); pp 307 - 349.  Creiling, a practicing al-
chemist himself, cites some experiments from other
sources; but more valuable are the comments based on
his own observations. In expounding on his own view
of the composition of matter, Creiling describes the state
of alchemy in its final stage.

IV. Was von der Medicina Universali, dem Auro
potabili, u.d.g. zu halten seye? (What should be thought
of Medicina Universalis, Auro potabili, and the like?);
pp 350 - 384).  Creiling’s discussion of the medicinal
properties and the use of the “universal medicine,” as
he denoted the potable gold, is not quite clear; his inter-
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est was primarily focused on the transmutation of met-
als.

V. Ob die Alchymia jemanden, und besonders
grossen Herren zu rathen seye? (Whether Alchymia
should be recommended to anybody, particularly to
lords?); pp 385 - 396). For centuries, alchemy had been
the domain of the aristocracy; only later did wealthy
burghers participate. Here Creiling poses the general
question of the position of alchemy in his time. This
science, considered as donum dei, was supposed to be
accessible solely to those chosen by God. At the end of
the book two short descriptions of alchemical processes
are given (24), followed by the list (25) enumerating
allegedly successful acts performed through the art of
alchemy.

Creiling’s Defense of Alchemy

It was a difficult task to defend alchemy in the first half
of the 18th century, for strong arguments posed by its
opponents had gradually prevailed by that time.  Creiling
chose to respond to five of the most common objections
by opponents of this science that appeared with increas-
ing frequency in the previous few centuries.  Each of
Creiling’s arguments will be dealt with separately be-
low.

The first objection against alchemy entertained by
Creiling was the claim that different species created by
God cannot be mutually changed. For example, the op-
ponents say that an apple tree cannot be transformed
into a cherry tree (26).  Creiling’s argument on this point
is crucial, because it touches on the very basic tenet of
alchemy:  whether transmutation is indeed possible at
all.  In an effort to provide a convincing positive an-
swer, alchemists had collected arguments for support of
transmutation over centuries.

In the Hellenistic world (27, 28), it was believed
that the Aristotelian elements, the supposed constituents
of matter, could be mutually transformed by the change
of one quality. Jabir (who will be considered the author
of Jabirian corpus in this paper) defended a similar ap-
proach in his detailed explanation of the “inner” and
“outer” qualities of metals (29). Theoretically, transmu-
tation was thus considered a quite possible process, but
this led to a second question: could everything indeed
be mutually transformed, or are there certain limits?
Along with this theoretical support alchemists needed
practical proof that transmutation can be achieved by
humans.  Alchemical literature abounds in discussions

of transmutations effected by some external interven-
tion, usually by a miraculous substance such as the
philosopher’s stone, elixir, etc. These examples pertained
almost exclusively to metals.  As stated by Al-Iraqi (ac-
tive in the 13th cent. AD) (30):

We say and maintain that two species of natural things
which differ radically and essentially cannot be
changed and converted into the other by the Art, as,
for example, man and the horse. But these six bodies
can be mutually converted: thus lead may be con-
verted into silver,...” [as the six bodies gold, silver,
copper, iron, lead, and tin are enumerated in the pre-
ceding paragraph of the text].

While there was no doubt that the mutual change of
metals occurred with an external agent, other chemical
reactions which could be performed without any such
agent were mistakenly understood as transmutations.
The striking example of the reduction of metallic cop-
per on the surface of iron from cupric solutions misled
even as highly skilled a craftsman as Lazarus Ercker
(1528/30 - 1594) (31).  Another process that could have
supported belief in transmutation was cupellation (32),
because it could be misinterpreted as the change of a
part of lead into silver. In Renaissance Europe, cupella-
tion was already a very sensitive method to detect even
small impurities in precious metals declared by some
alchemists to be the purest preparation [for the methods
of the alleged transmutation see Karpenko (33)]. Even
more intriguing is the fact that alchemy attained one of
its greatest efflorescences by that time: it is enough to
remember the Rudolfian era in Bohemia (34).  A seem-
ingly unlimited possibility for the transmutation of met-
als was thus confirmed.

Later, however, doubts about transmutation arose
from the realm of chemical reactions. For example,
Alexander von Suchten (? 1520 - ? 1590) (35) excluded
the possibility of transmutation of copper to gold, and
lead to tin (36), but without explaining why.  The erro-
neous explanation of valid observations led Robert Boyle
(1627 - 1691) to the conclusion that there exist chemi-
cal reactions, such as the alloying of metals, in which
the components forming a given substance remain un-
changed, as, for example, when various metals are al-
loyed.  On the other hand, he explained the synthesis of
lead acetate as a transmutation, because it did not de-
compose into the original constituents in subsequent
distillation (37).  This approach to argumentation in fa-
vor of alchemy, based on gaps in contemporary chemi-
cal knowledge, persisted until the 19th century. An ex-
cellent example is given by Schmieder (38), who claimed
that alchemists must not be misled by the argument their
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opponents usually use: Species in speciem non mutatur.
According to him the opponents say that it is unlikely
that oxygen could be changed into carbon, and there-
fore, the same should be valid for the probability that
lead or silver could become gold. In Schmieder’s opin-
ion, the fact that pure metals  [regulinische Metalle] are
not divisible [he means into their supposed elementary
constituents] is nothing more than an assumption based
solely on experience; but it is far from the truth (39):

The inability to decompose them [metals] does not
mean the impossibility.

He further gives the argument that bodies belonging to
one class have something in common.  Acids, for ex-
ample, extracted from plants all contain oxygen, car-
bon, and hydrogen. The proportion of these elements,
and of possible additional elements, determine the re-
sulting type of acid. Likewise, nobody doubts  the chemi-
cal similarity in the family of metals, and thus there must
be something common contained in them as well.  It is,
according to Schmieder (40), “Mercurius, or however
we want to call it.”

While the intervention of an external agent seemed
to prevail in the transmutation of metals, quite a differ-
ent kind of process could be invoked by nature. Even in
ancient times, a belief existed that flies are born from
fouling flesh, and this phenomenon entered alchemical
literature as an example of transmutation.  Latin Geber
(41) writes that a strangled calf changes into bees and a
dead dog into worms.  Later, less extreme and thus more
convincing examples were brought in as arguments, the
most spectacular being van Helmont’s (1577 - 1644)
experiment with a willow tree, seemingly proof that
water can be transmuted into wood (42).  Boyle, who
repeated the same experiment, but with a shorter dura-
tion, arrived at a somewhat less optimistic conclusion
(43).   Quite another kind of example of a change in-
duced by nature appears in the treatise of Fabre (1588-
1658) (44, 45).  The author observes that for millennia
people accepted as a matter of fact that all food and
drinks taken into their bodies are transformed either into
red human flesh or to blood of the same color.  This,
according to Fabre, supports the idea that a stone exists
which is able to produce a red or white color in metals.

These second kinds of processes, induced by na-
ture, were modeled from the observation of living mat-
ter, when no apparent external intervention of a myste-
rious substance was involved, unlike the transmutation
of metals with the aid of the philosopher’s stone.  Yet
the natural processes were less readily accepted, as ex-

emplified in Schmieder’s words (46);   he found it more
suprising when apricots are found growing on a grafted
plum tree than when metals are made more precious.  In
using natural phenomena to argue against transmutation,
Nicolas Guibert (? 1547 - ? 1620) stated that various
members, even of the same species, cannot be changed,
either by nature or by art (47).  He compared the disap-
pearance of members of the animal and mineral king-
dom, using as representative examples, respectively, a
horse and the metal lead.  The horse disappears through
death, an irreversible process; conversely, the death of
lead is its calcination, which is reversible because the
metal can be recovered from its oxide.

From the above examples it can be seen that alche-
mists could defend their ideas by citing natural or exter-
nally induced transformations; and this is what Creiling
actually did when he defended alchemy. In his comments
(48), he stressed that the words “species” and “genus”
are “school-words” [Schulwörter] that should be under-
stood as technical terms only, not as symbols of limits
of possible changes. When an animal, say a cow, feeds
on grass, some amount of this grass is transformed into
the flesh of this animal. There occurs thus a certain kind
of transmutation. Because the differences between met-
als are much smaller than those between living things,
the transmutation of metals should be easier, and there-
fore, quite a plausible process. The analogy with a cow
is due to Fabre (45), although Creiling does not men-
tion this author.  Either he did not know Fabre’s book,
or else this kind of argument was so widely accepted
among the contemporary alchemical community that he
felt no need to cite a source.

Over the whole span of alchemy, divine influence
was considered as playing an important, sometimes even
crucial, role in this activity. Surprisingly, Creiling, as
late as the first half of the 18th century, emphasizes
strongly the religious aspects in the three remaining ar-
guments in defense of alchemy.

The second objection addressed by Creiling is the
observation that the alchemical literature contains many
contradictory assertions concerning the possibility of
transmutation. This literature indeed abounds with con-
tradictions:  the philosopher’s stone is described by some
as a solid substance, by others as a liquid;  information
about the duration of transmutation varied widely (from
days to months); and statements on the technical details
of the “Great Work” itself were often conflicting.  While
Creiling acknowledges the existence of discrepancies,
he argues  that there are discrepancies even in the words
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of God in Scriptures and yet nobody doubts their truth.
According to him the same is true with alchemy; in this
science the discrepancies are only illusory, and there is
one truth hidden behind them.  Discrepancies and illeg-
ible segments in alchemical texts, dating from early
times, is usually explained as an intentional device to
limit use of the treatises to initiated readers, and pur-
posely to make the texts inaccessible to outsiders.  The
Chinese Taoist scholar Ko Hung (approx. 280 - 340 AD)
expressed this attitude quite clearly many centuries ago
(49):

I therefore compose this book solely to inform con-
noisseurs.

Creiling does not comment on discrepancies as an in-
tentional corruption of information but rather takes re-
course in a unique religious argument, which seems
outdated at the dawn of the European Enlightenment.
According to him even the most sacred text is an ex-
ample of confusion; but he pursues the idea no further.
Shortly before Creiling, in his comments on the later
edition (1725) of Fabre’s book, Horlacher used the clas-
sical alchemical explanation (50):

.…one has not to look at and to take notice of the
recipe (or process), but of the secret meaning of the
philosophical sentences of this teaching....

This was a typical approach used since Ko Hung’s time;
the potential adept has to search behind the letters of the
text.

It was not an easy task to reject the third objection
to alchemy:  centuries of failures.  According to nonbe-
lievers, “this science has been nothing but a sweet
dream.”   To counter this argument, Creiling repeats tra-
ditional claims of the alchemists but includes two con-
ditions. First, none can learn alchemy alone but must be
initiated by a Master of the Art, who can decipher the
secret language.  Here Creiling, who describes himself
as a true alchemist, seemingly contradicts his claims
from the introductory part of his book: namely, that,
having revealed his teacher as a deceiver, he continued
to study alone. This apparent contradiction is explained
by the second condition: good fortune with the teacher
alone does not guarantee eventual success, because al-
chemy is a gift of God.  Thus, only God selects the people
who will succeed in the Great Art. This motif of alchemy
as donum dei, which appeared in the Hellenistic world,
played an important role during the whole alchemical
era (51).  According to his own claims, Creiling ranked
himself among those who had been selected by God,
for he was able to succeed solely by studying books (52).

The fourth objection to alchemy is a religious one.
Is it not a sin to perform alchemy?  If indeed, according
to Old Testament doctrine, everything created by God
was good (53), any attempt to improve it could be looked
upon as claiming oneself to be higher than God, or in
other words, that God’s work was not perfect.  If, how-
ever, alchemy is seen as donum dei,  to what extent are
mortals allowed to use this divine gift, if at all?  Intense
religious alchemical views are given in Siebmacher’s
treatise.  This author rejects the idea that alchemy could
have been a sort of  black art exercised by the powers of
hell (54).  He nevertheless warns that Satan, “that grim
pseudo-alchymist” lies in wait; that only true faith in
God leads to success. It is an obvious attempt to dis-
tance alchemy from everything that smacked of sorcery
and black magic, at the time of the last wave of witch
hunts in central Europe (55).  Siebmacher even went so
far as to identify the philosopher’s stone with Jesus Christ
(56):

We shall thus understand that the earthly philosophi-
cal Stone is the true image of the real, spiritual, and
heavenly Stone Jesus Christ.

Creiling responds to this religious objection with a prac-
tical example (57).  Would it be a sin if gold were made
from iron, which, like other metals, is in itself already
perfect because it serves people?   His negative answer
is justified by the creation of a yet more noble metal.
He chooses two other examples which he describes as
transmutations:  the formation of beautiful red cinnabar
from mercury and sulfur and creation of a deep blue
color from black cobalt.  Such processes are not sinful,
according to Creiling, because nobody objects to them.
He still regarded as transmutations the very same chemi-
cal processes that many of his contemporaries already
explained as changes different from transmutation.  In
fact, it was  the synthesis of cinnabar and production of
other salts that eventually led researchers to the idea of
a chemical compound.  Yet Creiling rejects as transmu-
tation attempts where alloys are made only to resemble
gold, calling them “a common practice.”  The “true”
alchemy is thus the real transmutation, the change of
the substance.

The last point is not an objection against alchemy
because it is based upon the a priori principle of the
transmutation of metals.  Rather it raises the question of
the efficiency of alchemists over nature.  While nature
needs millennia to bring metals to full perfection, the
alchemist claims to simulate in a laboratory the same
metallic processes within a substantially shorter time,
the length of a human life.  The ancient conception of
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ripening of metals in the bowels of earth (58) was re-
flected in the writings of as skilled an expert as
Vannoccio Birunguccio (1480 - 1539), who, in his
Pirotechnia, comments on the formation of antimony
(59):

…..it might be a material that is about to reach me-
tallic perfection, but is hindered from doing so by
being mined too soon.

Georgius Agricola (1494 - 1555) writes in De Re
Metallica in a similar way about the generation of met-
als by nature (60).

Creiling’s comment on this point (61) is not quite
convincing.  While he stresses the necessity of artificial
intervention, in this case by an alchemist, he carefully
avoids the very basis of this objection:  the acceleration
of the human over the natural processes.  He compares
the intervention of an alchemist to that of a gardener,
both striving to bring conditions to perfection faster than
nature does.  Creiling’s rather reserved response may
have reflected opposing opinions (62) which appeared
in the 18th century.   Common metals do form within the
earth, but nature then leaves them in a form unchanged
until the end (“until the end of the world”) and “does
not work them further into gold.”

Creiling’s View of the Composition of Metals
and of Transmutation

The composition of metals, indeed of matter in general,
was a key question for alchemists, because they con-
structed their theories of transmutation on its answer.
Three main theories were gradually proposed and
worked out: the Aristotelian theory of four elements,
the sulfur-mercury theory attributed to Arabic alche-
mists, and, eventually, the Paracelsian tria prima: mer-
cury, sulfur, and salt [for details see Leicester (63)].  Over
time, intertwined and more or less confused views de-
veloped in which the important role was attributed to
mercury, as a rule in its vaguely characterized “philo-
sophical” form and later, in the 17th century, also to anti-
mony (64).  Although significant progress in the chemi-
cal treatment of metals, especially in the production of
their salts, developed from the 16th century onward, yet
the absence of a consistent theory of the composition of
metals led inevitably to two opposing explanations of
these transformations.  Either they were alchemical trans-
mutations or some process other than transmutation. It
was during this transitional period that Creiling wrote
his book, and in his discussion he had to deal with the
fundamental question of metallic composition.  Perhaps

it is surprising that Creiling, an experienced and dedi-
cated alchemist, does not propose any theory of his own
but instead chooses among those already existing.  He
was attracted to authors who proposed the existence of
a larger number of basic principles than the classical
three or four in order to solve the misunderstanding of
the nature of chemical reactions.  Creiling writes in the
introductory part of his Chapter III (65) that many al-
chemists are “blind” and do not understand anything
about the real composition of metals.  He recommends
the work of Andrea de Solea (66) as a correct explana-
tion.  According to Solea the body of metals [Metallische
Corpus] consisted of seven constituents: 1 earth [eine
Erde], 2 stone [Stein], 3 earth-ashes [Erd-Asche], 4 earth-
liquids [Erden-Flüsse], 5 glass of earth refuse [Glas des
Erden Müll], 6 color of earth [die Erden-Farb], 7 soot of
earth (der Erden-Ruß).  After enumerating these con-
stituents, Creiling continues (65):

...And when this Corpus, that is composed from these
seven pieces, is brought by the smelter’s hand from
fragile state to the ductile of metal, it [metal] comes
back to the hand of the alchemist, who decomposes
it again in its Cinereum, Calicem, Laterem, Vitrum,
Colorem, Fulginem, Subterraneas.

This sentence illustrates the status of late alchemists,
who actually studied the reactivity of metals. They con-
sidered salts and oxides produced in these reactions to
be the constituents present originally in metals.  Creiling
judged that the author who explained this “anatomia
metallorum” in an excellent way was F. Clinge (67);
therefore, he reproduces in full the passage on copper
anatomy from that work, a set of chemical reactions that
are difficult to characterize now because of the obscure
language of the alchemists. These reactions led to eight
alleged constituents of copper; the additional one to
Solea’s classification being the caput mortuum.  Clinge,
however, supposed that the true basic constituents of
metals were solely the three Paracelsian principles. His
classification of “anatomia veneris” was as follows: 1
soul [Anima], 2 terra benedicta of the soul, or the soul
of Mercurius [der Anima Terra benedicta, nemlich die
Anima oder Mercurius], 3 sulfur, or the other principle,
4 its earth-color that shows which dress sulfur carries
concealed under its blue color [seine Erd=farbe, die da
anzeiget, was vor Kleidung der Schwefel unter seiner
blauen Farbe verborgen trage], 5 the earthglass-flux [das
Erdglas-Flux], 6 soot of metals [den Metallen Ruß], 7
salt, or the third principle, 8 caput mortuum, or terra
damnata. According to Clinge, there were three prin-
ciples that actually comprise a metal, while the rest of
the enumerated components were “excrementa.”  Their
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number varied among different metals:  gold was pure;
it consisted solely of the three principles, while silver
contained a bit of earth, and iron much more coarse earth.

In their attempts to save their science, alchemists
could not ignore the similar works done by chemists,
and Creiling was no exception.  That he was also ac-
quainted with contemporary trends in chemistry is shown
in his comment (68):

At our time Becher has devised his Terras, and fa-
mous Mr Stahl explained them better than Becher
could do, but the obscurity of principles
(Principiorum) and confusion of names persist like
before: some used to call Arsenic what others call
Mercurium, the third [ones] Sulfur, the fourth [ones]
Alumen Fumosum, or some call it even Sal
Metallicum,... What, after all, depends on a name?

Creiling took Becher’s terra pinguis to be only one fur-
ther species among many “earths” that confused alche-
mists and chemists and thus did not warrant much at-
tention.  After Creiling describes at length this view of
the composition of metals, the question remains as to
what he actually understands metallic transmutation to
be.  In his words, he, as a true philosopher, does not care
about the wrangle over words [Wort=gezänck] when
alchemists try to describe transmutation because most
of them know nothing about it.  He gives this definition
(69):

I understand under transmutation of metals nothing
else, than an extraordinary gift from God, or the Art,
through which one gets another [metal] instead of
the [original] one, should it happen through the im-
mediate change, or not, be this metal present before
hidden in the other [metal], or be it through compo-
sition, or another transposition of particles
[particulen], or coarctation and a change of Pororum,
or [through] a violent action of a common substance,
or a substance that penetrates metallic spirit, which
[substance] can separate the heterogeneity and col-
lect homogeneous [being], or even through the al-
mighty miraculous hand of God, or in any known or
unknown way.

In his polemic against opponents of alchemy, called here
“philosophi,” Creiling  recommends (70):

Should these Herren Philosophi also creep once into
those ore mines and try to pay a little attention to the
way metals are growing, they would find with all
[ores] a fatty mercurialish-metallic, I would say a
goldish nature,....

He was convinced that the ability to ripen into gold was
hidden in all metals as an a priori attribute of inherent
“goldish nature.”  Transmutation was hence simply a
process that served to  enhance this ability.

Creiling’s comment on the possibility of mutual
changes of metals (Chapter III) is based on gilding by
amalgam (71).  Yet, as he notes, gilding is only a me-
chanical action that does not touch the interior of a metal.
When, however, a metal is attenuated [attenuirt] through
the action of Mercurium Physice (no detailed explana-
tion of this process is given), then even a minute amount
of the tincture can penetrate its pores [Poros].  Accord-
ing to Creiling, this tincture is nothing other than a puri-
fied and liquefied gold, attenuated through the action of
mercury.  This substance should then penetrate the
“minimas atomos” of liquid metals like wax or oil and
turn these metals into gold.

These comments of Creiling deserve particular at-
tention because they are a reflection of corpuscular views
that had already appeared in the works of the Latin Geber
(72).  The idea that some substance, by entering the pores
of another substance, changes the latter into something
new was to Creiling a process that could be compared
with the coloring of white wine with a dark juice from
red grapes.  As Creiling points out, however, it could be
objected that in this case the substance being changed
was wine from the very beginning, unlike mercury, lead,
tin, copper, or silver, which are not types of gold. Creiling
counters this objection by the argument that all the enu-
merated substances are metals, just as wine is always
wine, whether red or white. Thus, according to Creiling,
the transmutation of metals is possible just as the con-
version of white to red wine.  At the same time, Creiling
nevertheless rejects Becher’s speculation that gilded sil-
ver wire when extended can be transmuted into gold.
He explains that in this case it is only a mechanical ac-
tion during which nothing enters the pores of silver and,
therefore, no transmutation  can occur.

Creiling between Alchemy and Chemistry

From his writing Creiling appeared to vacillate between
defending and doubting alchemy, a reflection of the state
of matters in the 18th century, a period in which alchemy
was still sufficiently strong to afford some convincing
arguments in favor of transmutation. At the same time
there was a growing number of observations that forced
even such devoted alchemists as Creiling to “alter” or
“adjust” their opinions. Several examples from Chapter
III of Die Edelgeborne will be presented in more detail
in order to shed light on Creiling’s tenuous position be-
tween alchemy and chemistry.

Creiling (73) repeats the story noted by Morhof
(74), according to which “through the action of a com-
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mon sulfur, gold is extracted from copper, or it even
ripens within copper.” This story tells of an artisan who
melted down one zentner [old unit; in Creiling’s time
usually 51 - 58 kg] of copper and added sulfur repeat-
edly to the molten metal in order to bring it to “ripe-
ness.”  When he returned sometime later, he found ten
ounces of the purest gold.  Creiling accepts this story as
proof of transmutation, but the account is actually sec-
ond-, if not third-hand, perhaps being originally a real
and reasonable method, namely the separation of met-
als with sulfur. As early as the 12th century Theophilus,
in his treatise On Divers Arts (75), described a method
to separate gold from silver by use of sulfur, which was
to be added to the molten mixture of both metals “for
the sulfur does not consume any of the gold, but only
the silver...”  Here, there is a metallurgical technique
which could have been misinterpreted and eventually
transformed into the account described by Creiling.
Extraction of gold from silver with sulfur and a small
amount of copper, described, for example, by
Biringuccio (76), could well be the basis for another
purported transmutation.

The second account in Chapter III illustrates
Creiling’s exact approach to experiments; it is based on
his attempt to verify a supposed transmutation process
he found elsewhere, the heating of cinnabar [HgS] with
fine silver filings, as described in 1684 by Freiherr
(Baron) Wilhelm von Schröder, who stood in high es-
teem in the German alchemical community (77). In spite
of the obscure style, a reader can surmise that during
the heating, a material sublimes and a black substance
appears. The blackish substance, supposed to be cinna-
bar by Schröder, was apparently black Ag2S.  As a cer-
tain amount of cinnabar decomposed, mercury sublimed.
Von Schröder found the products of this reaction to be
“peculiar,” but nevertheless, he considered the process
to be the transmutation of cinnabar into silver.  The recipe
gains importance by virtue of Creiling’s commentary as
a result of his own experimentation.  Creiling, the firm
believer in transmutation of metals, was sure that, con-
trary to von Schröder’s opinion, no transmutation oc-
curred in this particular case.  He writes (78):

...some 20 years ago being curious I performed this
last experiment and found that no transmutation of
cinnabar is happening here (as is usually supposed,
and Herr Schröder seems to cling to this opinion),
but solely silver precipitates in the shape of cinnabar
particles, and of the whole silver as much goes off as
the little particles weigh,  I will not keep it from an
interested reader, but will faithfully remind so that
nobody here can be deceived by it...

Creiling’s experiment bore a feature of modern chemis-
try, a quantitative approach, less than half a century af-
ter Schröder’s recipe.  Creiling had happened upon a
quantitative approach as is obvious from his statement
“...  as the little particles weigh...”  and was convinced it
was not transmutation, not the change of the essence of
silver, as is expressed from his words that “silver pre-
cipitates in the shape of cinnabar.”  In other words, no
silver was lost.  Creiling might have applied the same
quantitative approach to other reactions as well and ar-
rived at the general conclusion against transmutation.
The time was not yet ripe for such discovery, however,
and Creiling did not view this one exception sufficient
to shatter his conviction.  Creiling tried to explain the
reaction of cinnabar by comparing it to that between
iron and copper (II) sulfate, one of the pillars of alchemy,
seemingly an unshakable proof of transmutation (79).
Surprisingly, Creiling the fervent alchemist did not con-
sider this crucial reaction to be transmutation, although
he does not explain how he arrived at such a revolution-
ary conclusion. The first attempts to prove that this re-
action is not transmutation appeared in the beginning of
the 17th century, but they remained unnoticed (80).  Even
later, Boyle’s explanation (81) of this process did not
shatter the belief of loyal alchemists so that, for example,
Horlacher (82) held firmly to the position that iron can
be transmuted into copper.  Nearly 70 years later, a trea-
tise appeared dealing exclusively with vitriol; here, in
the sixteenth experiment, this reaction is characterized
correctly as the precipitation of copper on the surface of
iron (83).  Yet at about the same time Baron Tschoudy,
in his Alchemical Catechism (84), wrote that “Mars can
be easily converted into Venus” but “not Venus into
Mars.”

Further on in Chapter III (85)  Creiling cites “an
easy experiment” from Laurentius Meisner (86), which
should convince any skeptic of the validity of alchemy.
A mixture of galmei [ZnCO3], vitriol [CuSO4], and sul-
fur should be distilled and the “water” prepared in this
way should be poured to “solutio Lunae.”  A black pow-
der precipitated from this solution should produce gold
when melted with borras [borax ?].  In this typical al-
chemical recipe, quite difficult to decipher, one can only
speculate that the  black powder is the highly insoluble
Ag2S.  Yet, the recipe continues: “Pour common water
under the other water and throw a sheet of copper into
it, whereupon a beautiful deposit of silver calx falls to
the bottom;  pour the water out, so thou hast thine silver
again…” This text apparently describes the reduction
of silver from its solution by metallic copper, as expected
from the electrochemical potentials of the two metals.
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Creiling writes that the deposited metal is silver, thus
the “water” used for this second experiment was a part
of “solutio Lunae.”  The last sentence of this paragraph
explains the aim of these experiments “.....quod
Alchymia & Metallorum transmutatio sit ars verissima.”
In contrast  to Creiling’s conclusion that this is a trans-
mutation, N. Guibert (47) carried out a similar experi-
ment with the intention  of disproving transmutation.

In another experiment (87) described  by Creiling
in Chapter III,  he presents himself as a devout alche-
mist.  When a mixture of Luna cornea [AgCl] and half
its weight of sal ammoniac [NH4Cl] is sublimed, there
is produced a light-yellow “flores,” a sublimate ascend-
ing to the top of the vessel and deposited there. When
tapped at the top, these “flowers” fall into the melted
luna cornea which turns immediately to “the most beau-
tiful goldish color.”  This is nothing more than the melt-
ing of silver chloride whose fused form, as “luna cor-
nea” or “horn silver,” turns from a yellow substance into
a transparent, viscous orange-yellow liquid (88).  At most
the addition of ammonium chloride to the dry substance
might make the color less intense because of its own
white color.  According to Creiling, pure gold can be
extracted from this luna cornea after its reduction, al-
though he gives no details of this process and offers no
quantitative data.  Perhaps this experienced chemist con-
sidered the process to be transmutation because he iso-
lated minute amounts of gold, present as impurity in his
sample of luna cornea.  He closes this paragraph with
the telling words, “Yet, one has not to expect any profit
of it, but only the exploration of truth and a stimulus to
further philosophical observations.”

In Chapter IV of his book, Creiling discusses
“medicina universalis (89).”  He is willing to accept a
substance as a “universal medicine” provided it removes
everything harmful from the body and blood.  He thinks,
however, that there is not just one, but there may be
many such medicines; and that such a medicine, con-
trary to the claim of Arnald from Villanova (90), can
not cure all illnesses simultaneously.  In Creiling’s opin-
ion, significant differences between “universal medi-
cines” exist;  there is only one that cures and purifies
metals from their imperfect state to the “health of gold”
(Gesundheit des Goldes), but he doubts whether one
medicine could exist which would act similarly on the
human body, the reason being that, contrary to metals,
scientists do not know the actual cause of human life or
understand what keeps humans alive.

This last point shows Creiling to be a man who stood
at the threshold between alchemy and chemistry and

apparently interested in iatrochemistry.  Rather careful
concerning the possibilities of universal medicine, he
was of the opinion that, contrary to metals, the compo-
sition and function of the human body are not sufficiently
understood.  He could not suspect that the same was
true for metals as well in his time.

Conclusions

Die Edelgeborne Jungfer Alchymia belongs to those
works that allow deeper insight into the final stage of
European alchemy.  In the closing chapter of his book,
Creiling, a believer in alchemy, did not search for causes
of its failures within alchemy itself.  In his opinion, the
cause was not in this science, but in the supposed re-
sults of alchemical activities, in promised material
riches, and longevity.  No wonder that anybody who
knew the Art was not willing to reveal its secret to those
not familiar with alchemy.  Therefore, the only way was
to study on one’s own and try to understand the secret
of the Great Art; but whom will God enlighten that he
will understand?  A motif of alchemy as donum dei ap-
pears here once again and completes the circle. Can it
be expected that anybody so enlightened, selected by
God, would readily disclose this highest secret?
Creiling’s answer is at once negative but contradictory,
because he indeed discloses the secrets.

A further point to be stressed here is the question
of experimental results and the disposition of products
from the recipes he describes.  Warning that no riches
can be expected, only a deeper understanding of natural
phenomena, he opines (91):

…..a journey to America has already helped many
100 people to great fortunes,... (while)...one should
expect much less from one or other lucky effects,
which he gets through alchemy...one lucky among
100,000 unlucky laborants [alchemists] can be
counted.

This is a marked retreat from the position alchemy had
occupied in the late European Renaissance, when al-
chemists were cautious in their promises and sought
support from rich aristocracy.  There is no longer dan-
ger in 1730, as there was three centuries before, when a
Czech alchemist wrote (92):

.…..beware thee of lords and of high [standing]
people, lest thou shouldst not do anything [together]
with them nor to rely upon their promises, because
they upon seeing the immense work, nobody will do
justice to thee, because who has a power, that has a
law....
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